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WHAT IS THE SOLAR CONFI-BIKE?
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Ÿ Solar luminous bollards for create protected bicycles lanes. 
Ÿ Modern, with an elegant design, manufactured in one piece of yellow 

polyehtylene with moisture, oil and weather resistance and also with 
UV protection.

Ÿ Its main purpose is to mark bicycles lanes everywhere.
Ÿ Without sharpen parts to make a total harmless street equipment.
Ÿ The anti-skid relief avoid cyclists falls if a wheel tumble with them. 
Ÿ Great visibility at long distance with reflectives on ends, at sides and 

night lights too.
Ÿ The solar bollard has a gravure of bicycles aside. Each bollard can 

carry your message, logo or city emblem.
Ÿ Easy to install and easy to take off too, so you can put in some other 

place.
 ILLUMINATION SYSTEM

Ÿ The Solar Confi-Bike is an intelligent solar light feeded system 
composed of:

Ÿ Solar Cell, a 6 led ultra-brilliant cluster 5 mm each and acrylic mica to 
protect it and to enhanced light reflexion. 

Ÿ Solar cell charge a battery pack that works on nights.
Ÿ This lighten bollard is also anti-weather, water and snow resistant.  
Ÿ A group of solar bollard Confi-Bike can communicate themselves so it 

can bettering its service, producing a coordinate response, 
sinchronizing its function by radio frequency.

Features

Patente en tramite

SOLAR CONFI-BIKE
Code: B-COBI-180L

Channelizers and delimiters area a easy and simplest and reliable 
form to create assigned room in streets and avenues to facilitate 
cyclists protected tracks.

The Solar Confi-bike is one of the latest engineered product 
developed to this purpose, where we are putting all our experience to 
promote more green and healthy cities.

The Confi-bike series are traffic channelizers designed to appear in 
action in darkness and rainy conditions to create more secure zones 
with no accidents at all for pedestrians and cyclists. And other 
alternative transportation commuters.



Measure

Measures are nominal
and can vary,

between +- 2%.

Total

Lenght: 70.86 in.

Width: 15.74 in

Height: 5.11 in.
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Reflectives: Amber and red

Leds color: Amber, red or white
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SOLAR CONFI-BIKE
Code: B-COBI-180L

Anchorage in asphalt
Steel nail

(1/2" x 10 in.)

1
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Must
use

epoxic
glue

Anchor with 6 steel nails ½" x 10" and epoxic glue
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